I seek a sense of ambiguity and uncertainty in a singular identity through the use of multiple bodies.
The spatial and sequential arrangement of these parts changes with each installation. I will determine the relationship between bodies and texts based on the location. With an adaptable arrangement, the narrative of the portrait will change as different emphasis is put on certain parts through the use of physical space, repetition, and exception. ▬ I constructed relief print blocks from waxed matboard to print both the grotesque figures and the text. The waxed surface caused the printed lines to have an uneven texture. Furthermore, the print matrix was somewhat volatile in that the pressure from printing deteriorated the wax surface, resulting in variability from print to print. This process of plate decay emphasizes the concept of the grotesque as a body that is being born while simultaneously diminishing and dying. Each print captures a specific moment in this process of birth and death: the grotesque figure is always becoming, but each print pulled observes a static state within that perpetual movement. It is impossible to predict how each plate will deteriorate. shifting through and between multiple, and often contradictory, identities: it can never find moments of pause or stability: a steady sense of identity is always out of reach:
there is only uncertainty. 
▬
The becoming process of this project is largely a sequence of reactions and adjustments. From the beginning, I knew that it was an exploration of the grotesque, but the format and presentation was and is in continual evolution. When I made the paper, I envisioned the project in a codex format. After further development, I
conceived the project as a series of prints. From there, it moved away from a series of discrete prints toward an installation of prints. Even when conceptual and formal adjustments were somewhat drastic, they did not completely abandon previous developments: although the paper was originally conceived for a book format, I found a way to utilize this paper in the current iteration.
The production and use of different colored paper sought to highlight the fragmentation of the grotesque figures. While the entirety of the body exists on a singular, two-dimensional plane, the subtle color contrast in paper emphasizes the broken and malleable nature of the portrait.
The formal structure and words of the text evolved in tandem with the physical format of the project. When I originally imagined the project as a codex, the text was more extensive and shifted between genres. As my ideas on format progressed, I began to pare down the text; for a brief moment the text disappeared completely from the project only to emerge again with a complete shift in content. ▬ I sought to build dissonance between the rough and smooth textures. Following printing, I brushed on wheat starch to the individual sheets and allowed them to air dry. This process served to re-activate the cellulose fibers, which caused the paper to slightly shrink, and gave an uneven, cockled surface; the cockled surface creates a sense of dimension to the otherwise flat figure prints. Contrasting with the resulting rough surface texture are burnished portions of paper. 
The printed sheets of paper that comprise each grotesque figure are sewn together in columns. The stitching ("baseball stitch") allows for separate pieces of paper to join on the same plane rather than create overlaid layers. The stitching highlights how boundaries can act as a place of separation and connection. The paper sheets meet with either distinct or subtle transitions in color and texture: the thread holds the paper together as it crosses back and forth across boundaries. Additionally, the exposure and emphasis of the thread and its material function in the piece allows the viewer to observe the process and creation of the figure. Figure 12 . Installation View.
The paper for this project was handmade using a mixture of abaca and cotton linters.
Over the course of six weeks, I produced more than 2000 sheets of paper (14 × 20 inches). I needed 100 pounds of dry fiber to complete production. Within these 2000 sheets, I created four different color values using water-dispersed pigments. I restraintdried the paper to create a smooth surface more suitable for printing. I used a limited amount of handmade, white cotton paper from past projects for the figures' teeth.
The grotesque is frequently used as an artistic device during societies and eras marred by conflict and disorientation. What then does that say about humanity when the grotesque continues to appear? Is conflict and disorientation always present? Is a sense of stability possible? Is uncertainty a fundamental constant in identity and humanity? Figure 14 . Detail of Text.
